SEF390 SportsEdge® SOCCER GOAL ANCHOR System

- Easy to Use; No Tools Required!
- Secure Anchor for Soccer Goals
- Stores Inside the Frame
- Universal; Works with MOST Soccer Ground Bars!

Install the access frame before installing the gooseneck into the ground sleeve.

Access frame must be centered over ground sleeve.

**Patent Pending**
Install the access frame before installing the goose neck into the ground sleeve.

Access frame must be centered over ground sleeve.

Anchor the access frame to the concrete pier.

Dual Ratchets
Soccer Ground Bar

20.25"
24.25"
24"

PATENT PENDING

Protective Rubber Coping:
Top of Frame is set 2" below Top of Infill

For Infill Turf Felts fascia a treated
2x4 under the access frame lip for
the turf to be attached to
[Contractor Support]

Synthetic Infill Turf

Gooseneck

Dual Stabilizing Hooks

Top of Infill

Soccer Ground Bar

Access Frame

Ground Sleeve

Concrete Footing

Natural Grass

8.625"
6.625"
10.375"
1.625"
5.5"